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,ere are many difficulties in using cloud computing technology to solve this problem, and edge computing technology just
provides an effective way to solve this problem. Changing from two-dimensional to three-dimensional will make education more
realistic. ,is article uses the VR technology algorithm to design and analyze the English teaching system, combined with the
current environment and requirements, in the construction of teaching resources, in order to clarify the direction in practical
application. Secondly, according to the scene of human behavior recognition, a human behavior data collection, processing and
analysis system based on edge computing is designed and implemented. And on the basis of detailed analysis of VR technology,
the theoretical basis of VR technology applied to experiment teaching is discussed, and the development of virtual experiment is
analyzed concretely using systematic teaching design ideas. VR technology greatly stimulates students’ learning motivation but
also significantly improves their interest in learning. In addition, the application of virtual technology has greatly improved
students’ learning enthusiasm. According to the findings of this article, based on the application of virtual reality technology,
students’ English comprehension skills have increased by 19%, and the degree of resource sharing has increased by 11%.

1. Introduction

,e application range of virtual reality technology is
expanding day by day. Virtual reality has gradually entered
the daily activities of education and teaching from pure
scientific research, and a new situation of “virtual teaching”
has appeared in professional fields such as military appli-
cations. ,ese applications are also demonstrations of high-
tech education and concrete demonstrations of information
technology and educational modernization. Practice has
proved that VR technology can construct immersive, fan-
tasy, and interactive three-dimensional virtual physical
scenes. On this platform, dynamic interactive perception of
objects can be realized, and the communication and sharing
of virtual scenes can be combined with network technology.
Especially the application in virtual reality teaching can
alleviate the contradiction between the existing experimental
equipment and the needs of students to a certain extent.
,ree-dimensional modeling technology is used to construct
the experimental equipment needed in the experimental
teaching process, allowing students to “real” experience the

performance of the experimental equipment. Using virtual
reality language combined with programming ideas can
simulate the experiment process and the phenomenon in the
experiment. Students can accurately understand these
phenomena and master the laws of things so as to achieve
better learning results. In summary, due to the immersion,
interactivity, and visualization of virtual reality technology,
comparing students with ordinary English learning can
effectively stimulate students’ interest in learning, thereby
improving students’ learning enthusiasm, and can be ef-
fective even if feedback is timely. Students are given ap-
propriate positive reinforcement and negative
reinforcement (positive reinforcement), which can ulti-
mately greatly improve students’ English learning ability.

With the popularization of mobile terminal equipment
and the rapid development of mobile communication
technology, computing-intensive services have placed high
requirements on the computing and storage capabilities of
the terminal. ,erefore, many researchers consider intro-
ducing the idea of cloud computing into mobile commu-
nication networks, using mobile cloud computing to
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accelerate the operation and processing of computing-in-
tensive services to improve user experience. By adopting
English teaching courses, students’ interest in the classroom
can be improved. Using the interactive nature of virtual
software can also give full play to students’ subjective ini-
tiative. In addition, it also meets the needs of school edu-
cation equipment update.

Zhao C used a real human-computer interaction scheme,
used unity 3D game engine to build virtual reality scenes,
defined shaders to improve scene rendering effects, and used
Oculus Rift DK2 to complete an immersive 3D scene
demonstration [1]. Sherazi H H clarified the feasibility of a
completely cable-free IoTdeployment. However, in order to
save costs, the practicability of the configuration will become
worse, leading to safety problems [2]. Zhang strengthened
his experiments and conducted effective explorations on the
basis of cooperation with schools and enterprises [3].

,e innovation of this article lies in the application of
virtual reality technology in English teaching and other areas
where people have less researched. Four different research
methods are used to conduct research to ensure the accuracy
of the entire research results.

2. English Teaching Methods

2.1. Methods of English Teaching Research

2.1.1. Investigation and Research Methods. ,e appropri-
ateness of the design and how to implement the design are
explained. At the beginning of the course, the effective-
ness of developing virtual experiments in the English
teaching system was mainly analyzed through research.
During the course, we will continue to consult frontline
teachers [4].

2.1.2. Field Research Method. In-depth multimedia learning
in experimental courses mainly introduces the experiment
teaching of the multimedia system, learns the teaching
method of the teacher in the experiment class, analyzes the
operation method of the students in the experiment process,
understands the learning difficulties of the students, and
determines the focus of the graduation design [5].

2.1.3. Action Research Methods. Starting from this teaching
and training practice, plan and implement its functions in
detail. After obtaining the raw materials, the system will be
gradually designed and produced. ,e original idea will
always have new problems in practice. For these issues, we
will continue to consult the literature and inform teachers
and classmates. Consult, explore, and solve one by one in the
production process [6].

2.1.4. Evaluation and Investigation Method. ,e achieve-
ment of the planning objectives of this study is analyzed and
evaluated. And the feedback data of students are collected
through questionnaire surveys and interviews and used on
the basis of statistical analysis. [7].

,ese four survey methods are different. Field investi-
gation is also called field investigation or field research,
which is a concept in the field of communication. ,e in-
vestigation and research method refers to the direct ac-
quisition of relevant materials through investigation and
understanding of objective conditions, without being re-
stricted by time and space. ,e action research method
combines pure educational scientific research experiments
with quasi-educational scientific research experiments, re-
lying on its own educational and teaching practice. ,e
investigation and evaluation method is also called the
“written investigationmethod” or the “form-fillingmethod.”
An investigation method collects research materials indi-
rectly in written form. ,e results of this method are more
affected by the factors of the respondents than the above
three methods. ,is article mainly uses the survey research
method and the survey evaluation method to be more in line
with the actual situation.

2.2. Advantages of Using VR Technology in English Teaching.
When considering the communication scheme between the
cloud computing center and edge devices, in order to enable
the bottom-level data to be accurately and timely trans-
mitted to the upper-level center, and for the timely trans-
mission of upper-level commands to the edge devices, a
communication system with a strong network signal is re-
quired. Among them, one or more standard network
communication interfaces have become a necessary re-
quirement for the system. ,erefore, TCP/IP protocol
support is needed. ,is is because only TCP/IP allows the
device to fully connect to the Internet. Socket is a commonly
used API technology in TCP/IP network, which allows the
computer to communicate with other devices with Socket
interface through this port.,erefore, after comprehensively
considering the various requirements mentioned above, the
system chooses to use the Socket communication method
under the TCP/IP network to establish the communication
link between the edge device and the cloud computing
center. Due to the limitations of English teaching, some
teaching activities may not be carried out [8]. An immersive
environment can significantly improve the efficiency of
language learning because such an environment requires
learners to continuously receive and output new languages,
and VR allows you to experience foreign language com-
munication even in a Chinese classroom environment.
Unimersiv is one of the representatives of this application.
,is software can be used with Oculus Rift. Users can
communicate with users all over the world in their own
rooms and improve their foreign language skills in a real
foreign language environment. VR technology can simulate
a virtual environment through a computer or the like.
Teachers and students of the college can use virtual reality
equipment to enter the virtual teaching environment.

Introduction of VR technology into teaching can change
traditional teaching methods. Virtual reality equipment
teaching is more intuitive and specific, enriching the
teaching content. According to recent news reports, a group
of researchers from the University of California, Davis and
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Los Angeles have invented a virtual reality technology that
can be used in the education field to display topographic
sandboxes in 3D. And this kind of sand table based on
“Augmented Reality” technology even allows visitors to
move the hills with their hands. It can deconstruct technical
action teaching, solve the difficulties of traditional teaching,
and improve teaching effects.

VR technology can measure the learning status of
students and strengthen supervision. Applying virtual re-
ality technology to college physical education can effec-
tively promote digital teaching. When a student uses a VR
device for learning, the VR device can monitor the stu-
dent’s learning in real time and upload the student’s
learning data to effectively measure the student’s learning
status. University professors can analyze student learning
data, formulate targeted courses, and improve teaching
effects [9].

2.3. VR Technology 3D Collision Detection Acceleration
Algorithm. Collision detection is not only used but also has
high application value in computer animation and robot
control.,e use of VR technology and 3D collision detection
acceleration algorithms can make the images presented by
virtual reality more lively and authentic. ,e collision de-
tection problem can be divided into two-dimensional level
detection and three-dimensional collision interval detection
according to different positions, in which the moving object
has been located. ,e 3D collision detection algorithm is
more complicated, but the 2D level detection can often
provide specific basis and inspiration for the 3D collision
detection. ,e research field of collision problem includes
two aspects: conflict response and conflict detection. ,e
content of conflict response investigation belongs to the field
of mechanical research [10]. ,e research on conflicts in
three-dimensional space generally has two aspects: collision
and collision avoidance. ,e so-called collision problem
refers to whether many objects collide when moving along a
given path in space. Avoidance of conflict refers to the
movement of two or more objects without colliding. ,e
application of the collision detection algorithm to English
teaching is embodied in three-dimensional collision, which
provides students with a virtual space, which is conducive to
creating a better atmosphere in English teaching mode.

2.3.1. Collision Detection Algorithm Based on Fixed Time
Slice Length. ,is algorithm divides the target moving
process into multiple time periods, each of which has the
same length, and performs collision detection at the end of
each time. ,e key here is the choice of time interval. If the
length of the time interval is too long, there is a possibility of
exposure, there is a conflict in the time interval, but it is not
detected [11]. However, if the time span is too short, conflict
detection will be very frequent. ,e time limit is as follows:

min bi(  + min dij 

max vi( 
≥Δt(i, j � 1, 2, . . . , n)i≠ j. (1)

In order to effectively solve the high network load, high
bandwidth, low latency, and other requirements brought

about by the rapid development of mobile Internet and
Internet of ,ings, the concept of mobile edge computing
(MEC) was proposed, and it has received extensive at-
tention from academia and industry. Among them, the
number of objects in the virtual space is represented by n,
biis the volume of the i-th object, the distance between two
objects in the space is represented bydij, andviis the
maximum speed of the first object. Δt represents the length
of the time slice.

,e bounding box method is currently a commonly used
collision detection method. It uses logical space boundary
frames to wrap virtual objects. Since the bounding box has a
simple shape, generally rectangular and parallel, it is easy to
judge whether there is a spatial overlap between them. Its
biggest advantage is that it can quickly detect conflicts. It is
very effective to prove that two objects do not intersect.
However, if a conflict between the boundaries is detected, it
cannot be determined whether there is a conflict between the
objects. We call this a situation where a conflict is detected
through improper calculations, but in fact no conflict is
displayed as a false alarm. Because the bounding box is only a
rough representation of the boundary of the object, we can
call this detection “rough detection” [12]. Generally
speaking, reducing the number of false alarms is an im-
portant criterion for selecting and creating boundary boxes.
In some cases where high-precision interactive functions are
required, it is necessary to further identify and calculate the
positional relationship between objects, which is to perform
accurate collision detection. However, it is clear that better
tracking algorithms can significantly reduce the overall cost
of the system.

2.3.2. Collision Detection Algorithm with Variable Time Slice
Length. When the space collision frequency is low, this
method can save a lot of calculation time. ,e idea of this
method is that if the minimum distance and speed limit
between two objects are known, the lower limit of the
collision time can be calculated; that is, the collision cannot
occur before [13]. At this point, the virtual time of the
system can be performed immediately without any colli-
sion detection. When two objects are far apart, the time
period may be larger; when two objects are closer, the time
period must be smaller. ,e silent condition here is that
relative to the distance between the objects, the space
volume of the object is small, so the space volume of the
object can be ignored.

2.3.3. Object Collision Detection Algorithm for “Scanning
Entities”. ,ese objects represent the volume of space oc-
cupied by objects when they move on a given orbit. ,is
algorithm transforms space-time problems into space
problems. When the collision probability is a small prob-
ability event, it can effectively reduce the number of cal-
culations and the complexity of each calculation, but more
false alarms are because the new entity is intersecting, which
does not mean that the two objects arrive at the intersection
at the same time. Under the current computer hardware
conditions, the fixed time interval collision detection
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method is more suitable for real-time display of a graphics
computer. ,e fixed time method should be more flexible in
determining the impact time. In software applications, the
conflict detection algorithm using entity scanning requires a
separate additional step to create the scanned entity, which
requires a certain computational overhead [14].

2.4. Mobile Edge Computing. Mobile edge computing can
provide IT and cloud computing functions in the wireless
access network near mobile users. For application devel-
opers and content providers, MEC can provide a very low-
latency and high-bandwidth service environment at the
edge of the wireless access network and can directly access
the real-time information of the wireless network (such as
user location and cell load). It can be seen that mobile edge
computing can speed up the distribution of content and
improve the response speed of services and applications by
providing auxiliary computing resources, thereby en-
hancing and enriching the user experience. Operators can
also open the MEC server deployed at the edge of the
wireless network to third-party partners, so that they have
the ability to quickly deploy innovative applications and
services to mobile users, enterprises, and other vertical
fields. ,e proximity of the MEC server to users, the
flexibility of deployment, and the powerful computing
power much higher than that of mobile terminals enable
mobile operators, service, and content providers, OTT
(Over,eTop, OTT) players, and independent software
vendors. Internally, they create greater profit opportunities
through the complementarity of their respective business
models.

Mobile edge computing and collision detection algo-
rithms are important methods to make and detect whether
the images presented by virtual reality are real. Although
these two methods have played a very good role, they also
have disadvantages such as difficulty in use.

3. VRTechnology English Teaching Experiment

3.1. Virtual Experiment Framework of English Teaching
System. Converting the original C/S structure to a three-
layer B/S structure greatly reduces the pressure on cus-
tomers. In this architecture, the user interface is imple-
mented through the 2345 browser program [15]. Few
transaction logics are applied to the front end (browser), but
the main logic of the transaction is applied from the server
side (server). ,e B/S architecture method is a fine customer
operation, which simplifies the customer software.,e client
only needs basic application configuration and loading
specific additives to be the client application operating
platform. ,e increase in the client browser program can be
easily obtained through the network, and the operation of
the software has nothing to do with the system platform [16].
,e frame diagram is shown in Figure 1.

,e English teaching virtual experiment system is de-
veloped under the current campus network environment.
University users can quickly connect to the system through
the campus network for operation, and external users can

also have access to the campus network application server
through the Internet to connect to the system for learning.
,emaintenance of the virtual experimental system can only
be realized by operating the server, such as improving the
experimental operation process, increasing the experimental
function unit, and expanding the experimental function
[17].

,e main code of this virtual experiment system is a
VRML file. As the second-generation network application
language, VRML should be transmitted in binary format.
Transferring VRML files to the B/S architecture system does
not require high network requirements. In the current
network environment, it can fully respond to the fast
transmission of code files [18]. In addition, the code files are
executed on the client in an explanatory manner, which
requires extremely low computer configuration for the
client. Once the client browser program installs a specific
plug-in, the VRML file can enter the wonderful world of
virtual reality for execution.

(1) Data Collection Function.,e data collectionmodule
is the source of data in various data mining systems.

(2) Data Preprocessing Function. ,e original data
collected by the data acquisition module include not
only the data required for subsequent processing but
also various redundant data and incidental noise
signals. For redundant and noisy data, we have
carried out an average value solution, which will not
have much impact on the experimental results of the
article.

3.2. VR SystemDesign Experiment. ,e virtual reality system
based on the PC platform is mainly composed of a high-
performance CPU, a tracker, a helmet-mounted display, a
three-dimensional graphics accelerator card, a three-di-
mensional sound card, and a game joystick [19].

,e use of computers to realize virtual reality technology
is mainly used to develop virtual reality desktop systems.
Generally speaking, a virtual reality system constructed by a
computer has its unique characteristics: the computer can
achieve a strong sense of presence, the current popular DVI
technology can obtain 3D in real time in a virtual envi-
ronment, and the computer can support various materials in
the human-machine interface. ,is is a widely used man-
machine interface. In addition, in this virtual reality system,
three-dimensional data can support DXF files. Using these

user

Browser

server

monitor

Figure 1: ,e overall framework of the virtual system.
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capabilities, the development of computer-based virtual
reality technology application systems will be easier.
,ousands of computers in the world can be used for the
promotion of virtual reality technology and domestic de-
velopment, which has also become the main focus of future
virtual reality technology development. Although the cur-
rent more complex virtual reality application systems need
to be built on the basis of high-performance graphics
platforms, real-time applications are not required for art and
education, and the virtual reality of low-level desktop
computer systems can meet the implementation require-
ments [20].

4. English Teaching Analysis under
VR Technology

4.1. Analysis of English Teaching Attitudes of VR Technology.
,is article investigates the attitudes of 200 students with the
same level of English proficiency towards the application of
virtual reality technology to English teaching. ,e results of
the survey are shown in Table 1.

Draw Table 1 into a more intuitive graph, as shown in
Figure 2. ,rough the analysis of Figure 2, it can be con-
cluded that 116 students are very satisfied with VR tech-
nology-assisted English teaching, accounting for 58% of the
total. VR technology can enhance their interest in learning,
thereby improving the efficiency of learning [21]. Among
them, 56 students were generally satisfied with VR tech-
nology-assisted English teaching, accounting for 28% of the
total, while 18 students were dissatisfied with the VR
technology-assisted English teaching form, accounting for
9% of the total. In addition, there are also 10 people who are
very dissatisfied with VR technology-assisted English
teaching, accounting for 5% of the total [22, 23].

Based on the above data, more than half of students and
teachers believe that multiple teaching methods are neces-
sary. About 66.7% of teachers think it is necessary, and about
57.7% of students think it is necessary [24]. ,rough
analysis, it can be found that teachers pay more attention to
multiple technologies and understand their advantages in
English teaching. As for whether VR technology is good or
not, it depends on how teachers use VR technology [25].

Although the average scores of students have been rising,
the increase is not very large. Under the assisted English
teaching mode, students’ average English scores have been
significantly improved, which also reflects the practicality of
VR technology, which can quickly and effectively improve
students’ performance and adaptability to English problems.
,e average score of students in English has increased from
63 to 92, which is a suitable way for students to teach English
[26]. ,e specific comparison of the three teaching modes is
shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Analysis of the Impact of VR Technology on English
Teaching. Calling the cloud computing center to complete
big data operations and timely feedback to the edge devices is
the biggest advantage of edge computing. It includes four
aspects: English understanding, resource sharing, lively and

interesting, and the right to choose. Similarly, the influence
of traditional methods on English teaching is also divided
into these four aspects. ,erefore, an analysis and com-
parison of the degree of influence of the two on English
teaching were made. ,e results are shown in Figure 4.

According to the data analysis in the figure, it can be
concluded that the greatest impact of VR on English
teaching is vivid and interesting, accounting for 78%. ,is
also shows that VR can allow students to immerse them-
selves in their own world and find their own fun.,e right to
choose is the least impact of VR on English teaching, ac-
counting for only 21%. After all, the teaching mode is still in
the hands of teachers. What VR can do is to provide more
choices [27]. Comparing traditional English teaching and
VR English teaching, it can be seen that the impact of VR on
English teaching is higher than traditional English teaching
in all aspects. We tested the students’ English learning ability
through the test question test method and used the average
algorithm to get the average score of the student, so as to
compare the changes of the students’ learning ability before
and after learning. English comprehension ability is 19%
higher, and the degree of resource sharing is 11% higher.,e
degree of vividness and fun is 20% higher, and the right to
choose is 9% higher.

Virtual reality supports multiple people online at the
same time. Students can communicate with each other,
cooperate with each other, discuss certain issues, and share
learning resources and experiences in a virtual environment.
And this technology can make students more interested in
learning English. ,e humanized learning plan activities
have largely broken the traditional teaching’s restrictions on
students’ thinking and communication, allowing it to im-
plement multiple communication that uses auditory, speech,
and sensory systems for learning. Students are encouraged to
understand language learning problems and solve them
based on their own social experience. ,e students deeply
felt the cultural charm of English. Mastering the basics is
very enlightening. Students have a lot of autonomy in the
virtual environment. By manipulating these factors, they can
communicate with celebrities from different countries at any
time, and they can also communicate with their idols. ,is
interesting learning method is more suitable for students
and more effective for language learning.

4.3. Analysis of VR Technology English Teaching System.
In this test, 150 questionnaires were issued, 120 question-
naires were returned, and the recovery rate was 80%. Among
the returned test questionnaires, 20 were invalid question-
naires and 100 valid questionnaires, with an effective rate of
50%. ,is questionnaire is a survey and analysis of the
English teaching system. ,e results are shown in Table 2.

In order to analyze the data more intuitively, draw the
table into a graph as shown in Figure 5.

By analyzing the data in the figure, we can get the
following:

(1) ,e popularization of VR technology is relatively
narrow, and students know very little about the
experimental teaching and development of the use of
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Table 1: Attitudes of VR technology applied to English teaching.

Evaluation Very satisfied Generally satisfied Not satisfied Very dissatisfied
Number of people 116 56 18 10
Percentage 58% 28% 9% 5%

28%

9%5%

58%

Generally
satisfied

Not satisfiedVery dissatisfied

Very satisfied

Figure 2: Evaluation of VR technology applied to English teaching.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the effects of three English teaching modes.
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Figure 4: ,e impact of VR technology on English teaching.
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VR technology, and only 2% of them are clear about
VR technology mainly because VR technology has
only developed rapidly in recent years. A computer
technology is rarely used in real life, which shows
that it has great potential for development.

(2) It can be seen from the results that 81% of the
students have a certain understanding and knowl-
edge of these English teaching system equipment
after conducting the virtual experiment operation.
,ey get started quickly when they enter the labo-
ratory for experimental operations after practice.
Many students do not need to listen to the teacher’s
explanation but can carry out independent experi-
mental operations and also have an understanding of
the matters that should be paid attention to in the
experiment, such as the correct operation of the
projector on and off and the range of the moving
parts of the video showcase. However, due to the fact
that some students have less contact with computers,
these students account for 19% of the total. ,is is
reflected in the trials of some students in the School
of Music and Sports. During the operation, the
purpose was not clear during the learning process, so
after the virtual experiment, I was not impressed by
the specific experimental phenomenon corre-
sponding to the device function buttons, and many
problems occurred in the actual experimental
operation.

(3) In the course of the questionnaire, the author also
interviewed some students from these colleges. Most
of them had never touched the English teaching
system equipment before taking this course, and they
knew little about the valuable equipment such as
video display stands and projectors.

5. Conclusions

Starting from the current status of English system exper-
imental teaching, this paper uses modern media theory as
the guidance of behavior and cognitive learning theory,
combined with the development process of this virtual
experimental system, and discusses the importance of
virtual reality technology in experimental teaching. On the
basis of a comprehensive understanding of mainstream
virtual reality software technology, combined with the
development of virtual experimental systems, some re-
search studies have been carried out and, on this basis, a
virtual experimental platform of multimedia teaching
system has been completed, allowing students to conduct
experimental research and master experimental skills. ,e
interactive functions of virtual devices and the construction
of virtual scenes have been studied and discussed in depth.
Based on a variety of application technologies, a virtual
experimental operation platform with a certain sense of
immersion, interaction, and imagination is constructed in a
more reasonable way.

For this reason, edge data processing technology with
edge computing as the core was produced and widely
promoted. Edge computing is defined as a distributed open
platform that integrates core capabilities of network,
computing, storage, and application on the edge of the
network close to the source of things or data. In fact, edge
computing is a new ecological model. By converging five
types of resources such as network, computing, storage,
application, and intelligence at the edge of the network, it
can improve network service performance and open net-
work control capabilities, thereby inspiring something
similar to the mobile Internet. Many theoretical and
practical issues are still under study. ,is article has made
some useful attempts on the application of virtual reality
technology in virtual experiment teaching, but it needs
further improvement.

,is article mainly studies the application of VR tech-
nology in English teaching. After studying the types of VR
technology characteristics and actual teaching cases, the
concept and teaching purpose of virtual reality vehicle in-
tervention technology in the experimental modeling course
are proposed, and its construction content and teaching
methods are explained. ,e technical means of desktop
virtual reality teaching are summarized, and finally desktop
virtual reality tools are constructed to create virtual reality
desktops for desktop computers and allow them to appear in
the virtual reality of the classroom. Future work will focus on
caching data on the edge server, but due to the limited
memory of the storage server at the edge, the hit rate of the
edge cache is limited.,erefore, edge processing services can

Table 2: Analysis results of the VR technology English teaching system.

Problem index Result percentage (%)
VR technology Clear (2) Know a little (37) Do not know (61)
Mastery of equipment Fully capable (42) Need to be strengthened (39) Cannot (19)
Virtual reality It is good (49) General (30) Difference (21)
Virtual experiment operation Done (0) Have seen it before (14) Never seen it (86)
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Figure 5: VR technology English teaching system analysis results.
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be added to the edge to further improve service perfor-
mance, providing theoretical support and motivation for the
research of wireless video transmission systems based on
edge computing.
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